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The next few minutes will cover… 
1. An overview of why we need a data model when we design a spacecraft. 
 
 
 
 
2. Some state of the art how we model by today. 
 
 
 
 
3. My (Phil’s) view on where certain „things“ from Multi Level Modelling would lever our approaches. 
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Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase D Phase E 
The Lifecycle and Space System Engineering Process by ECSS 
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ECSS: European Cooperation for Space Standardization 
Use Cases of an MBSE Database Along the Lifecycle of a Spacecraft 
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Our MBSE data base – Virtual Satellite 
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Allowing for new methods to access the data 
Underlying Conceptual Data Model (CDM) – Simple but it suits the purpose! 
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Some Real Configuration Control Challenges for a Multi Mission Platform 
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Mission A Models Mission B Models Mission C Models 
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Modeling Actual Information – From Parameters to Engineering Categories 
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Product Structure Architecture… Such as EGS-CC, VSD, Virtual Satellite, etc. 
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Configuration Tree(s) 
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And Now Enriching it with Some Reality… 
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NOW ! Let‘s Bring it Together With Multi Level Modelling ! 
• Remember  about our Visualization 
 
• There is information about shape and position 
 
• But this information only makes sense with the correct Context ! 
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The Simple Approach, And we Start Introducing Implicit Knowledge… 
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Lets try it Differently, but Now we Separated Things we Don‘t Want To !!! 
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Let‘s Introduce Some Sort of Potency? Simple, but Suits the Purpose…. 
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Let‘s do the Same with TeleCommands… Nice, Works as well… 
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Now Let‘s Break the TeleCommand Example! Our PS is getting more complex… 
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What About Context Aware Potencies? 
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Some Thoughts and Conclusion 
• We (DLR maybe you) are modelling a reflection of reality, but not for the sake of modelling! 
• We want to send spacecraft into space. 
 
• The most best defined language will not make us change everything 
1. Systems are up and running, supporting our processes and what is the Return of Investment? 
2. We may change where we see a benefit => Going into the direction of a hybrid model! 
• We simply just sacrifice due to the processes and people around us (us means the model) 
 
• Don‘t get fooled by the simplicity and my abstractions of our problems! 
• There are much more details behind. 
• I have other use cases in mind. Our Harness Engineers face issues where MLM could help a lot! 
 
• I see benefit of Multi Level Modelling in some areas. 
• I would like to perform some further research in these areas. 
• Bringing the great ideas of theory into some adopted, practical application. 
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